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Patient Name: ________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________

Response

Situation/Trigger:

[Describe in detail what happened. Where? 
When? Who with? How?]

Feelings (Rate 0 – 100%):

[Identify the emotions experienced and rate 
their intensity on a scale of 0 to 100%]

Body Sensations:

[Identify physical sensations and where they 
were felt]

Unhelpful Thoughts/Images:

[What went through the mind? What 
disturbed? What did those 
thoughts/images/memories mean about 
oneself or the situation?]

Facts Supporting the Unhelpful Thought:

[What facts exist that support the unhelpful 
thoughts?]

Facts Against the Unhelpful Thought:

[What facts exist that contradict the 
unhelpful thoughts? Are the thoughts based 
on opinion rather than fact?]



This automatic thought record facilitates and allows for cognitive restructuring. It should be 
used under the guidance and supervision of a mental health professional.

Alternative, More Realistic/Balanced 
Perspective:

[Is there another way of seeing the 
situation? What advice would be given to 
someone else in the same situation? What's 
the bigger picture? Is the reaction in 
proportion to the event? Is it really as 
important as it seems?]

Outcome (Re-rate Emotion 0 - 100%):

[Re-rate the intensity of the feelings now. 
What could be done differently next time? 
What would be more effective? Act wisely, 
considering what will be most helpful for 
oneself and the situation. Evaluate potential 
consequences.]


	Patient Name: Kate Robert
	Date: July 3, 2023
	ResponseSituationTrigger Describe in detail what happened Where When Who with How: While presenting my project update in the team meeting, my supervisor questioned the feasibility of my approach in front of my colleagues. This happened yesterday in the office.
	ResponseFeelings Rate 0  100 Identify the emot i ons experienced and rate the i r intensity on a scale of 0 to 100: Embarrassment (80%), Anxiety (75%)
	ResponseBody Sensations Identify physical sensations and where they were felt: Tightness in chest, butterflies in stomach, heat flushing in face.
	ResponseUnhelpful ThoughtsImages What went through the mind What d i sturbed What did those thoughtsimagesmemories mean about oneself or the s i tuation: I thought, "I'm incompetent and everyone now knows it." The image of my colleagues laughing at my failure kept recurring.
	ResponseFacts Supporting the Unhelpful Thought What facts exist that support the unhelpful thoughts: My plan did have potential holes that my supervisor pointed out. The team seemed to agree with his concerns.
	ResponseFacts Against the Unhelpful Thought What facts exist that contradict the unhe l pful thoughts Are the thoughts based on op i nion rather than fact: Previous projects have been successful, and I've received positive feedback on my work. The supervisor's questioning might have been more about seeking clarity than doubting my capabilities. My colleagues didn't laugh; they just listened.
	Alternative More RealisticBalanced Perspective Is there another way of seeing the situation What adv i ce would be given to someone else in the same situation What  s the bigger picture Is the reaction in proportion to the event Is i t really as i mportant as it seems: It's not about personal competence but about improving the project plan. In such situations, anyone's approach could be questioned to ensure the best result. It's a normal part of the process and doesn't reflect on my overall ability.
	Outcome Rerate Emotion 0 100 Rerate the intens i ty of the fee l ings now What cou l d be done differently next time What would be more effective Act wisely considering what will be most helpful for oneself and the s i tuation Evaluate potent i al consequences: Embarrassment (30%), Anxiety (25%). Next time, I will prepare more thoroughly and consider potential objections. Also, I'll work on not taking such instances personally. My reaction was disproportionate to the event. In the grand scheme of things, it's not as important as it initially seemed.


